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Thanks to EVERYONE who made the celebration
of Vic’s life so beautiful.
Wonderful memories of Mark leading us in some
Pete Seeger songs, The Bearatones singing (Vic’s
octet who rehearsed three and a half and two and a
half weeks before he passed with Vic singing
along) and many remembrances. A long wonderfully rich life filled with love and appreciation. The
many bowls, plates, etc left are here to be picked up
or raffled! odw will continue as Vic wanted it to:
June 25 potluck 6 pm, 7 pm May Day in Cuba with
Joan Simon
September: Successes and Continuing Struggles in
Guatemala. (There’s still room for a few more to
beautiful Lake Atitlan August 22-28)
In October: Change in South Africa with Jonathan Jansen from there.
The commemoration of the 50th anniversary of the Napalm Ladies successful
stopping of the loading of napalm in Alviso destined to Vietnam included the
reading of this letter by Gil Villagrán, MSW gilbert.villagran@sjsu.edu
www.indybay.org search: gil Villagran
(Originally written to his friends from Santa Clara High School, class of 1966)
Gentlemen,
Please see the announcement attached of the commemorative peaceful action in
Alviso on Weds, May 25 at 6 pm, from where the U.S. Army shipped Napalm fifty
years ago to be used in Vietnam.
Most of us from Santa Clara High School (where Alviso students were bussed to
school during the 1960s) who went onto college after graduation, advantaged by
student deferments, were able to “dodge the draft.” Three of my childhood P1

friends: Bob Ornellas, Bob Rizzo, and Steve Woodcock did not go to or stay in college long enough to obtain a draft deferment, so they were drafted,and after three
months of basic training were deployed to Vietnam. Thankfully,Bob O. survived,
Rizzo and Woodcock were tragically killed, along with more than 58,000 young
American boys in that war that was called by our government "a police action"
though during that era. Instead, police all over our nation were deployed on the
home front to beat up thousands of anti-war protestors and kill at least four at Kent
State University and paralyze another protestor of that war.
.
Our nation marched into Vietnam with teenagers and very young men doing the
marching into the rice paddies, while the so-called "best and the brightest"—presidential advisors and Pentagon officers planned the order of battle, gave the orders.
But let’s not forget, as in all wars, there is much profit to be made by the corporatearms manufacturing ruling class, who eagerly engorged itself with the profits of
that trillion-dollar 30-year war. U.S. intervention and funding started 1945 immediately at the final end of WWII, when we immediately supplied & supported the
French until their final ignoble defeat at the ill-executed Battle of Diem-Bien-Fu in
1946. The Nazi-defeated French were eager to regain their hundred-year-old colony of Vietnam, but it was not to be. Our nation then stupidly marched in as the
captured French soldiers were marched out-- defeated by their former “colonial
slave labor coolies.”
So, today we commemorate, fifty years later, four empathetic women who
courageously chose to stand up to the overwhelming war-machine to block the
loading of napalm bombs to be sent to Vietnam. The four women were arrested,
jailed briefly, and ( some of it was stopped) the jellied gasoline bombs made it
across our planet's largest ocean to burn our nation's "communist enemies" to what
must be the most grotesque human-created hell on earth, where human bodies
burned at the same degree of heat as the World Trade Center towers melted into the
ground in 2001, 26 years later! I declare that such inhuman created hells on earth
exceed even the imagination of Dante’s “Inferno.”
But the women’s act of defiance against the U.S. war machine joins with every
other courageous act by countless humans throughout history who say, “not on my
watch, not in my home, not in my nation, not in my name—I will not stand by, say
nothing, as others are abused or killed for profit, for hatred and always out of ignorance that we are all one human family, with the very same basic human needs,
biology, and psychology. What can we learn from this history of our nation, P2

of our generation, of those we left in far-off rice paddies, in Napalmed villages?
As Harvard educated Spanish historian Carlos Santayana declared in 1905:
“Those who fail to learn from their history, are doomed to repeat it.”And so we are
repeating it now on countless battlefronts, but the grotesque tragedy is that now,
the whole world is a battlefront.
This article was chosen because both Vic and Barby were teachers and through
Roberta Ahlquist’s Multicultural Foundations of Education courses have offered
seminars to two classes of aspiring teachers every semester. We hope Henry
Giroux’s words speak to you.
Why Teachers Matter in Dark Times Tuesday, 10 May 2016 00:00 By Henry A.
Giroux, Truthout | Op-Ed Edited for length
"Public schools and higher education are 'dangerous' because they hold the poten
tial to serve as laboratories for democracy," writes Henry A. Giroux. Americans live in an historical moment that annihilates thought. Ignorance now
provides a sense of community; the brain has migrated to the dark pit of the
spectacle; the only discourse that matters is about business; poverty is now
viewed as a technical problem; thought chases after an emotion that can
obliterate it. The presumptive Republican Party presidential nominee, Donald Trump, declares he likes "the uneducated" -- implying that it is better
that they stay ignorant than be critically engaged agents -- and boasts that he
doesn't read books. Fox News offers no apologies for suggesting that thinking is an act of stupidity.
A culture of cruelty and a survival-of-the-fittest ethos in the United States is
the new norm and one consequence is that democracy in the United States is
on the verge of disappearing or has already disappeared! Where are the
agents of
P 3 democracy and the public spaces that offer hope in such
dark times? Many are in public schools -- all the more reason to praise public school teachers and to defend public and higher education as a public
good.
Ed. note: Our experience has been that there’s a great deal of kindness and helpfulness from strangers as well as friends, but the media doesn’t find that sells products or makes money. But as people with different issues join together they’re beginning to get noticed. THAT’S how we’ll make a difference!
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Public schools and higher education are "dangerous" because they hold the
potential to serve as laboratories for democracy.
For the most part, public school teachers and higher education faculty are a national treasure and may be one of the last defenses available to undermine a growing authoritarianism, pervasive racism, permanent war culture, widening inequality
and debased notion of citizenship in US society. They can't solve these problems
but they can educate a generation of students to address them. Yet, public school
teachers, in particular, are underpaid and overworked, and lack adequate resources.
In the end, they are unjustly blamed by right-wing billionaires and politicians for
the plight of public schools. In order to ensure their failure, schools in many cities,
such as Detroit and Philadelphia, have been defunded by right-wing legislators.
These schools are dilapidated -- filled with vermin and broken floors -- and they
often lack heat and the most basic resources. They represent the mirror image of
the culture of cruelty and dispossession produced by the violence of neoliberalism.
Clearly, it is time to revisit Mario Savio's famous speech at Berkeley in 1964 when
he called for shutting down an educational system that had become odious. In his
own words:
Savio's call to resistance is more relevant today than it was then. Public schools not
only mimic the injustices of an oppressive economic system, but also funnel poor
youth of color into the criminal legal system. The good news is that there is an
echo of outrage and resistance now emerging in the United States, especially
among young people such as those in the Black Lives Matter movement.
If the major index of any democracy is measured by how a society treats its
children, the United States is failing.
Beneath all of the current brutality, racism and economic predation, there is some
hope inspired by the generation of young people who are protesting police violence
and the attack on public and higher education and working hard to invent a politics
that gets to the root of issues. There is also a glimmer of possibility in those youth
who have supported Bernie Sanders but are really demanding a new and more
radical definition of politics: Their vision far surpasses that of the left-centrists and
liberals of the Democratic Party.
But a critical education has the capacity to do more. It also has the power not only
to prevent justice from going dead in ourselves and the larger society, but also, in
George Yancy's poetic terms, to teach us how to "love with courage." Hopefully,
while education cannot solve such problems, it can produce the formative cultures
necessary to enable a generation of young people to create a robust third party --P4

a party fueled by social movements demanding the economic and political justice
that could allow a radical democracy to come to life. READ MORE
Henry A. Giroux currently is the McMaster University Professor for Scholarship
in the Public Interest and The Paulo Freire Distinguished Scholar in Critical Pedagogy. He also is a Distinguished Visiting Professor at Ryerson University. His most
recent books include The Violence of Organized Forgetting (City Lights, 2014),
Dangerous Thinking in the Age of the New Authoritarianism (Routledge, 2015) and
more

Los Angeles schools Superintendent apologized for M16 and grenade launchers in schools. Students and teachers had protested and he admitted that they
weren’t conducive to a safe learning environment and ordered all military
weapons to be returned.

Bill Moyers in Conversation: Eddie Glaude on 'Democracy in Black' AUDIO -podcast]
Bill Moyers talks to Princeton professor Eddie Glaude, Jr., author of Democracy in
Black: How Race Still Enslaves the American Soul, called “one of the most daring
books of the 21st century,” a “book for the ages,” “bracing” and “unrelenting.”
The book’s power comes because the author does not begin with “pristine principles or with assumptions about our inherent goodness.” Rather, its view of democracy, as he writes, “emerges out of an unflinching encounter with lynching trees,P5

prison cells, foreclosed homes, young men and women gunned down by police and
places where ‘hope, unborn, had died.’”
“What’s so striking,” Glaude tells Moyers, “is that black fear of triggering white
fear keeps us from talking openly” about race.
LISTEN »
A Contested Convention Is Exactly What the Democratic Party Needs
Bernie Sanders will go to Philadelphia with more pledged delegates than any insurgent in modern history. Here’s what he could do with them. By John Nichols,
The Nation Bill Moyers suggests this will not happen unless Debbie Schultz
Wasserman steps down as DNC chair because of her pro Hillary stance.
What President Obama Needs To Do in Flint
A few suggestions from the investigative reporter who broke the story about the
city's toxic water. By Curt Guyette Guyette’s role exposes the crisis not only in government but in the media: His groundbreaking work was supported not by a news
organization, but by the American Civil Liberties Union of Michigan. The state
ACLU’s executive director, Kary Moss, told a Common Cause conference in March
that she took the unusual step of putting an investigative reporter on her staff because “given the state of journalism today I am not sure we can rely on established
media.” For the people of Flint, her farsightedness and Curt Guyette’s doggedness,
paid off.
When considering the costs of the Flint water crisis, first and foremost comes the
inescapable moral and legal
obligation to provide every
educational, medical, psychological and other wrap-around
service needed to mitigate as
much as possible the multiple
harms done to Flint’s children
by lead-contaminated water.
IQ loss, behavioral problems,
learning disabilities and a
school-to-prison pipeline waiting to swallow them up is a
future unfathonable.n

ppPPPPAnd it’s not just children suffering the health ill-effects of a powerful toxin
that can cause high blood pressure, adrenal failure, memory loss, miscarriages and
more. Massive health care and education costs are just the beginning. From the replacement of corroded water pipes running beneath streets to appliances like hot
water heaters and electric dOne thing President Obama is unlikely to absorb: The
toxins that are still in the Flint water. Government officials claim it’s safe to drink
if it has been filtered. But when asked. Sec.Josh Earnest had this to say: “I certainly would encourage people to con tinue to listen to the advice that they get
from our scientific and public health experts about what water is safe to drink, and
the president will certainly follow that advice.” The president should be as skeptical of that expert advice as the people of Flint have learned to be. He needs to look
into the faces of the people there and see the angst and anger and frustration and
flat-out fatigue that have come from being poisoned and lied to and dismissed as
inconsequential as they’ve been forced to live on plastic bottles of water for
months on end.
And then he needs to do everything within his power to bring them the relief they
need.
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POVERTY, MILITARISM AND THE
PUBLIC SCHOOLS

By Robert C. Koehler
What’s the difference between education
and obedience? If you see very little, you
probably have no problem with the militarization of the American school system —
or rather, the militarization of the impoverished schools . . . the ones that can’t afford new textbooks or functional plumbing, much less art supplies or band equipment.
The Pentagon has been eyeing these schools — broken and gang-ridden — for a
decade now, and seeing its future there. It comes in like a cammy-clad Santa,
bringing money and discipline. In return it gets young minds to shape, to (I fear)
possess: to turn into the next generation of soldiers, available for the coming wars.
The United States no longer has a draft because the nation no longer believes in
war, except abstractly, as background noise. But it has an economic draft: It claims
recruits largely from the neighborhoods of hopelessness.Joining the U.S. military 7

is the only opportunity to escape poverty available to millions of young Americans.
We have no government programs to build the infrastructure of peace and environmental sustainability — we can’t afford that, so it has to happen on its own (or
not at all) — but our military marches on, funded at more than half a trillion dollars
a year, into ever more pointless wars of aggression.
Glory, glory hallelujah. I went to this year’s parade in downtown Chicago because
members of the Chicago chapter of Veterans for Peace were going to be there, protesting the militarization of the city’s schools.
I arrived as the parade was still assembling itself along Wacker Drive. What I saw,
along with the Humvees and the floats (Gold Star Families of the Fallen,Paralyzed
Veterans of America: Making a difference for 70 years) were thousands of young
people — mostly kids of color, of course — bedecked in various uniforms, standing in formation as martial music erupted sporadically, driven by the drumbeat of
certainty. Some of the boys and girls seemed as young as 10 or 11. One boy walked
past me twirling a rifle like it was a baton. Was it real? Was it loaded?
Then I met up with the Vets for Peace people at State and Lake — a small group of
men and women handing out stickers that read: “No military in Chicago Public
Schools. Education, not militarization.”
Read in entirety:
http://commonwonders.com/world/poverty-militarism-and-the-public-schools/
We just kicked Shell’s butt John Sellers Other98
An armada of activists in kayaks successfully blockaded Shell’s Puget Sound
tanker terminal for 3 days.
Shell wants to build one of the largest oil train tanker terminals on Earth at its
Puget Sound refinery, bringing mile-long trains full of explosive crude and dirty
Tar Sands up along the shores of the Puget Sound. Shell admits it expects at least 1
derailment every few years.Just last month, when hundreds of kayaktivists took to
the water to block Shell's tankers at their Puget Sound refinery, Shell freaked
out; cancelling every single oil tanker coming into their refinery for three days.
That’s the power of kayaktivism. Check out our victory recap and watch P 8

Mosquito Fleet of kayaktivists in action. More people are ready to put themselves in the way of the oil tankers and drilling rigs. Other98 is primed and ready
to train them, and to launch new community-based kayaktivist fleets all over the
place. We’re going to leverage this momentum. Our next step will be hosting
a “Kayaktion Camp” that will provide trainings on advanced paddling techniques, rescue and safety procedures, and on-water communication; we’ll also be
training attendees on how to become kayak trainers themselves, providing a set
of tools they can use to start a kayaktivist fleet to take on dirty energy in their
communities. Truthout is a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization; BuzzFlash
Emails Show TPP Collusion Between Big Banks and Obama Administration
Read the Article at Common Dreams
South Asian Migrants Say They Were Put in Body Bags for Deportation From
US
Read the Article at the Guardian US
Donald Trump Tells Californians There Is No Drought
Read the Article at USA Today
Judge Orders Release of Documents in Trump University Suit
Read the Article at NBC News
Women Around the World Leading the Fight Against Corporate Agriculture
Mark Karlin, Truthout: A global battle is being fought over the future of the
world's food. In this interview, renowned food sovereignty crusader Vandana Shiva
discusses the women on the front lines, how industrial agriculture contributes to
climate change and why agro-biodiversity bolsters food security.
Read the Interview
Stop the mega-merger of Bayer and Monsanto! Click to sign!
Bayer the Bee-Slayer and Monsanto the butterfly-killer are trying to merge into
one huge mega-corporation that controls even more of our food system. We have to
stop the merger now!
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